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In the 1960's atomÍc structure thcory entered a new phase. Previous
theoey had been bascd on the central field approximation.orbitals in a central
field. The central field theoty was developed remarkably fast and in a com-
plete way in the 1930's, with efforts [hat culminated in the classic book by
Condon and Shortley. These developments included the formulation of [he
energy levels in terms of angular momentum couplin~ coefficients and the
radial integrals, the F and G parametcrs,the comparisoll of [he chus predicted
rarios of tenn splittings with expcriment, ana me use of simple expressions
of various transitions probabilities based on angular momentum theory and
reducrion to a onc-elcctron integral like < 25 I rl2p >. Somc of these methods
were refonnulated latcr using more group theoretical language by Racah.

Basical1y, aH of these important developments, which we may refer to
as "tradicional atomic srructure theory", are based 00 the orbital picture or
approximations to the best orbital:" in a sy stem with the self-con si stcnt field
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as given by (he Ha(((ee-Fock (IIF) method. Occasionally in (his trpe of
rheory ir has beco necessary to ¡nelude one oc two additional configurations,
in working with what ,,'C may call a first-order configuration calculado", to
explain sorne anohlalies in thc'low.lying energy levels.

In (he 1950' s ir became possible to implcment (he HF approximation
foc many atomic states in a totally non-empírical way. In such calculations
two methods have beco used: 1) [he numerical saludon of (he H F integral-
diffe(enrial equarions (which was done originally in me 1930's by the llamee' s),
arid 2) che expression of the HF orbitals in cerms of a fioite number of simple
Slarer orbirals (STO's) as in the following equation:

'P¡(r¡) = ~ < X¡
a

where me e'! coefficients and (he variable exponents of me Slater orbitals, .
are determined by matrix diagonalization and iteradon with rcspect to. (he
exponents. (In t~'e literature this has been sometimes referred to as "analy-

tic HF").
The numerical mernods involved in this technique, which were outlined

in (he book by llamee, published in 1957, culminated in the numeric~l HF
programs of Froese-Fischer, which have now been used by many workers to
obtain HF orbitals, even for quite heav)' atoms. In the analytical method,
which was implemented mainl}' by Roothaan, one needs about six SIater orbit-
als (STO), for each actual HF orbital. In the first and second - roW atoms,
with this roany Slater oebitals, one obtains results comparable to me numerical
HF method. The advantage of the analytic method, is that one needs only a
few numbers to specify an orbital completely, rathee than a long numerical
cable for each orbital wave function. However, more eecently it has beeo
found that for laeger atomS it is considerably more efficienc and ecooomical
to make the numerical calculadon rather chan the aoalytic one.

In the older days of the orbital theory, that is the central field method,
oc the p and G method, it seemed thac such ocbitals could be calculated vari-
ationalIy froro one state, and then the same orbitals could be used to calculate
another state. For example one could have taken the 15, 25 or 2P orbitals
froro a HF calculation on(l52 252 2p4) 3p ofOxygen, and then use the same
orbicals to calculate the expectation value of the same configuration 1S sta te.
In more recenc times it was found, however that this transfcr of orbitals leads
to a haH e. v. kind of error if me transfer is between different states of the
same atoro with the same number of electrons and atomic number, and that ic
leads to error s of several electron volts, if me transfer is made foc the same
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atomic number to different number of electron ¡ons. So, it was concluded
that ir is necessary ro calculare UF orbital s by making a separare HF calco-
lation foc each state. Therefor'e although foc example 15, 25, 2p are nomi-
nally the same, the individual orbitals are different Eordifferent states oE the
same configuradon. This means that, for example although the 15, 25 orbit-
als in the 'p ground state configuradon are orthogonal ro one another, the 15
oE 3P is not ormogonal to the 25 of the tS same configuration. Therefore,
in the calculation of the transition probabilities, for exampJe; the many"
electron rnatrix elements no longer reduce to the product oE sorne coefficient
times a given one-electron matrix element, but larger calculations are neces-
sary.

iABLE 1

Importance of Electro" Correlation in Aromic Properrics

Hartree-Fock (11. F. + Correlation) Experiment

Electron Affinity
of Oxygen (e. v.) - 0.54 1.24 1.465

(SD )/(D P) terrn
Splitting Ratio
of ¡52 2p2 (Z = 8) 1.47 3.66 3.15

Multiplet OscillalOr
Strength
¡52 252 2p2 ('P) 10

¡52 25 2p3('D) (Z=7) 0.236 0.100 0.10 1
(:1:0.006)

Binding Energy of F
2

Molecule (e. v.) - 1.37 1.68
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Although it would seem chat to make HF calculations anew foc each

new state would be a ver}' difficult undertaking, and mar a theor}' based 00

such HF wave functions might he ver)' complicated, in practice [hese diffi.
cuIties have noc caused much hindrance. At presem, IlF calculations ol [his
type and based 00 non~closed shell theory are either avaiJable in vacious
rabies in [he literature oc there are HF programs which are wideIy distributerl
and can be used with case to obtain che s(ates ol interest.

When such UF calculations became available and werc accurate enough.
it was possible [O teSt [he HF ceneral ficId method {oc many atomic properties.
Jt turncd out, however, [hat many quantities oí interese are oot given well
enough, as it is shown in Table l. For example, HF is unable to give
electron affinity, even whcre a stable ncgative ion exists. Furthermore
it gives many of the allowed tranSiClon probabi lities only 10 within a
factor of two or so. Clearly, H F calculations are nut adcquate to ob.
tain quandtative results. The question then arises wnetner one must
abandon lhe Olbilal, Le. lhe HF apploachandhave a complelely.differ.
ent theory. There are other things that have to be added 10 the HF
method to get a complete theory. The namre of the llF approximation was
physically better understood in the 1960's and it was realized that, although
this method is nut adequate 10 give final results, it is an importalt and perhaps
even an esscntial srarting point for the construction of a more complete
theory

NE\\' AGE OF ATOMIC STRUCTURE THEORY

In the modem theory. we shall distinguish between 3 phases of the
problem:

I. - Hartree-Fock Theory

2. - Electron corcelation

~. - Relativistic Parto

We described the HF aspects above. Scarting with a nun-relacivistic
Hamiltonian, electron correlaciun is defined as che rest of [he energy and uf
che wave funt:'don beyund che HF approximation as In eq. l,

( 1)
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In defining the rest of the wave function (w. l.) one has to use what
is caIled a "correlation normalization" of the wave funcrion. The exact w. [
IS written as a sum of two parts which are orthogonal to each other,

with

'1' = <PHF+ X .

< '1' I '1' > = 1 + < X Ix> and < '"" Ix> O'l-'IIF =.

(2)

Furthermore we have [he useful rule that the deviation of rhe nonnalization
from unity, which is a correlation probabiIi[y, is roughly the ratio of the
correlation enerp'v lO the HF energy to the UF energy:

<xix> ~
1

( 4)

For the lighter atoms, as C, O, Al, Ar, one adds a celativistic cor-
rection to the enecgy given by eq. 1. This is usualIybased on a perturba;ivt
tceatmenr of rhe relativistic changes on the Hamilronian. However,. ir has
been known, since about 1959, [hat already in the first [wo-rows of the aroms
the magnitude of this re1ativistic enecgy correcrion can be of [he order of
me corcelarion energy itself. Thus, foc [he: firs[ two rows of atoms, and
beyond, this usually accepted way of dccomposing rhe rotal energy is not
adequare, and one would expect rhat the correladon and celativistic effec[s
wouJd affect one another. Thus, we have suggested that rhe pcoblem be
broken up, for [he heaviec atoms, as: the relativistic HF approximarion plus
relati vis tic coccelations as in the following equation,

E = ERELl1 F + ERE LCOR (5)

Of course, since [he exact Hamiltonian foc the relarivi sric N-electron case
is nnt known, this has to be based on an approximate Hamiltonian,

N
};

i >j

IIg ..
"

(6)

whece one 'assumes a sum of une-electron Dirac Hamiltonians (the Ilydrogen
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atoro -like ones) plus two.elcctron Breit interactions.
Presently, in several centers in [he world (Mayees, Weber, Coulthard,

and Grant) relativisric HF wave functions are being obtained, hased on eq. 6,
although [his task is much more difficult (han in [he non-re1arivisric problem.

Given eq. 6, [he electron corcelarion solution. which we shall outline
below, devclopcd foc thc'non.rclativistic case, wouId follow in a paralle 1
way foc [his relativistic approximarc lIamiltonian. While [he formal aspects
are very similar, ir might of course be quite diHicuh lO gel accurate, accual
rcsults in chis case, bUI no attempts in (his direction have yet beco made.

Even wirh Ihis resratement of [he problem, thece are still many open
questions. As, for example, how big do the radiative correction s become for
larger atoms and how should they be included.

Far the lighter atoms, it is essentially assumed (compare eqs. 1 and

5) th a[

(7)

and

(8~

The more relativistic theory for the heavy atoms is still in the future
and now that, as discussed below, the non.relativistic corcelation problem,
both for, the ground and the excited states, has been worked out and applied,
one may expect that atomic structure theorr may go forth in the 1970' s in

mis direction.
The non.re1ativistic N-electron atom problem, the electron correlation

theory, was essentially understood in its hasic phy sical and mathematical
features, first for ground states and then for the more complicated excited
states, in the period from 1959 to 1969. For dctails of these developments
and other results provided by the new atomic structure theory, which can be
applied for more quantitativc resules in various applicatioos, we refee to sorne
of the key references io the bibliography. Bere we shall give a ver}" hrief
summary of the essential (eatures.

For grouod states, more strictly foc c10sed shells, one obtains, by
",nat the author has called the method of succcssive parrial orthogonaLizations,
me foem of the exact wave fuoction '1'. }lere we have 1,2,3 up [O N"particlc
cocrelations separated froro one another io a rigoraus manner, with the closed
form correladon fuoctioos oheyiog orbital orthogonality relatioos, which come
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out rigorously from this reladon as glven in eq. (9).

,<u,.lk>=O,
'] (9)
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These orbital orthogonality relations turo out to have important physical
consequences in the variation of correlation energy with number of electrons
and atomic number. Qne starts with the exact form and then uses "sub-vari-
ational principies" (introduced by thc author), by which from the different
parts of this exact wave function and the corresponding energy expression.
different approximate theories can be deri ved.

In the ground statc theory the author found by mathematical and
physical arguments that I!CORR is given primarily by a sum ofall possible
"pair correlations" between UF spin-orbitals

N _. ~ . ,
ECORR < - 'E ..

i> i '1
+ R' (lO)

where eq. (lO)defines the decoupled pair correlarions :E~.and R' are three
']

and more electron correlarion remainders. Each ,€~.is obtained by minimizing
'] ,

these IIHelium-like" 2-t'- equations since ir is sho\\ll thar

(11)

In the past, quite accurate calculations couldbe made forthe Helium
atom with special variational devices, but not for morc-electron atoms. With
the above theory. it became possible to treat the N-electron atom. by doing
several of the new decoupled IIc-like problem above.

In the meanwhile, two other approaches to electron correlations in
atoms have been used by 11, Kcl1y, by Tolmachcv, by Cizck, and by K, A.
Brueckner and the author. The fjrst is the direct use of the diagrammatic
perturbation technique as an algorithm. Kelly was able to implement this by
summing (integrating) over an infinite onc-electron basis set. Many diagrams
were calculated. The important effects. however. turned out ro be those
prcdictcd by the Sinanoglu rnany-elcctron theory (MET). The diagrarnmatic
Kelly algorithms can also be used ro evaluate sorne ofthe renns in MET like
R' in eq. (lO).

The other approach is interesting in showing ho,," the atomic problem
differs so gready rrorn the ¡nfinite unifonn electron gas. Brueckner and the
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author treated (he atomic elecrrons as a non-unitorm electron gas hUI found

the non-uniformity so suong thar the results are divcrgent.
These three approach~s are discussed in a recent book by Sinanoglu

and Brueckner which ¡neludes also sorne oí tbe historienl reprints in (he
field since 1934.

The various leeros and effects in eqs, (9) - (lO) can now be com-

pletely testeo and scudied in otherwise nol possible detad, by the exact so-
lutiaos oí a moJel oí N-electron atoms-the pseudo-atom oí Moshinsky, Novaro
ano coworkcrs. This type oí sludy should shed considerabl{' light 00 (he
correlation cffccts of the more complicated (ypes.

EXCIT ED STATES

Although ror graund states, corre1arions wcrc studied by [hree ap-
proachcs (and (hose derived from these threeL for excited s(a(es (he corre-
lation problem was essentially sol\'ed between 1965. 1969 by (he wNon-c1osed
Shell many-e1ec(ron theory" of the au(hor and coworkers. The results turne<l
out ro be remarkably simple. Now rhe HF is the Roothaan non-closed shell
HF theory with

cfJRI/F (12 )

wirh several dcrerminants made up of rhe "lIanree-Fock sea" spin orbirals.
For lsh 2sm 2pk configurations, for example, the 1IF sea IS

{k} (13 )

a sct of J~1'l orbirals. From this "sea", the exact W3ve function of a state
(like l.' 2.' 2P' t5) is given hy

'V EXACT = cfJRI/F + X1NT + XF + Xv (14 )

with all parts onhogonal to each omer. Here the subindex l."'"Y stands for
"internal correlation", F for "semi-internal (plus polarization) corre1ation",
and U for "all-extemal correlation".
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No\\! we have a partially filled "H-F sea", which ineludes everything
chat comes from che fioire set of the M spin-orbicals of the HF ser:

H.F sea

The total wave function can be displayed as:

A
Uij

+

A (1)1f,' t-I) >

+

ij- K.o.

+

(15)
The internal correlatioo is givco by all rhe dctermioants within the' HF sea
(virtual traositions to unoccupipd part of sea).

Multi-Configuration SCF is a combination including ¡:urt of <t>RHF + ~NT'
bue it gives onl)' a small improvement in energ)' for atoms:

(16 )

because < <t>RIIF I cf>RHF > = l. ,,"Perenonnalize if we wish ro relate tu [he
<t>GRI/F (general restr. HF::) ~1CSCF) as the starting point, which is more
useful in dissociating"'tl1olecule problems.

Now Xp' the semi.internal part, takes a pair with one ~- going out,
the other inside the sea. But now, for the function "outside" where the j orbi-
tal goes, depends 00 where the ~- went. So
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~ I ; ~ 1I . (X . ) ,
I ,1 1

and I is ormogonal to [he sea orbital s,

<j. Ilk> =0 kE{I,2" .. ,M}'1,

Sinanoglu

The semi-internal carcelarion effect s('ems [O have beco mis sed prev¡-
ousJy in acomic [heoer. Ir turned out, when firsr calculated by B. Skuttlik and
[he authar, 10 be an imponant effect comparable in magnitude tú (he oeher
twü carrelarion effecrs we have discussed.

For aH-external correlations, (he paie rerros afe again dominant. just
like in [he closed shell ~IET [heoe}'. As Wigncr nored, excited-state corre-
lalioo s looked ver}' compli eated, and (he re secmed to be no s y stem ati e s.
But now we koow rhar chis individualistic behavior comes from X'NT and !.¡:'

\Ve can calculare thero and be leh only wilh closed-shell type Xv with trans.
ferable paies. AH three terms are {'qualIy important and shouId be induded
in the energy ca1cuIations.

In X
F
another term, which we shall call "orbital-polarization" .exists

and which for closcd shells was almost ncgligible. Here it is important and
it is related to ¡ji, 1 by symmetry, so it must be included in XF.

The exact energy is then givcn by

(17)

but wc must resort agarn to the subvariational principIe to get the norl.closed
shdl encrgy. \Ve get stationary solmions (although we do not ncccssarily
have an uppcr bound now) for each corrclation pan using our "subvariational"
method. \Ve calculate the first [hree tcrrns in (17), BU being given as for
closed.shells.

\Ve take the "charge density v.'ave function" as

(18)

since dIe Xv does not change the char,ge distributions very.much. Foc ex.
amr1e, (or transitiofl probabilitics '1'el) i." ('nough. To calculate the t"nergy
we need lO inelude E

V
also. We have the flF sea orbitals (~nduding those .

in (he X part) Is •.. 2p plus "s{:mi.intcrnal orbitals" j .. k' -rhe semi.
INT a /3 '1,
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iot orbic"al could come from the iote,gro ..differeotial equatioos that have beeo
deri~ed, bue we muse remember ehae <1lRHF are basis foe SU(2) ~ 0(3), bUI
the I;i, 1 aee oot, so we must expand them, as follows

f. /(x.)'1, 1

'fhis looks as if we had an infin.ite expansion, but this is not so, because if
etJRHF has a certain symmetry (f~r exarnple 15), Xp has the s~me 15 symme ..
ley. Therefoee, in OU, 2 ... /, l .. /'" uk) lhe expansion of l .. 1 gives onl)''1, '1,
a finite number of teems in rhe expansiono For th( KL sea, for example we have
onl)' L = 0,1, 2, 3 and l. (r) ,Ip (r) ,Id(r) and I/r). There would be a se! of
such radial functions for each ij, 1, but meee are not many possible combiO'
nadons. So usually only one set exists in thc KL ..shells because of syrnme-
teyo These we sha1l call '"semi ..interoal orbltals".

We now use a combination of Slater orbital s and use the vaeiational
method to determine {(r), i. c., an expansion in STO. Correlarion is a
s..econd order effect and hence not very sensitive to the "'sea-orbitals". For
instance, take a single 3.' STO, but with a variational exponent; this will
come out very different from the real 3' exponent.

We can now even go to the M..shell using .. the largest computers.
Programs ~~veloped fiest by o. Sinanoglu and I. Oksüz, have no,," been ex ..
eended ro heavier aroms (beyond sodium) by D. Bcck!. Slarting from che HF
sea and informadon with respect to the state number of electrons, etc., the
fully automatic program gcts the X/NT plus the Xp terms. First it finds a1l
the internal and semi-internal detcnninanrs. It uses rhe eoodon & Shortley
methods, spin properties, diagonálizes a marrix and gers coefficients, and
rhen iterares. Only about three iteradons are needed io general.

With these methods, one has thus obtalned rhe

(20)

wave functions of hundred of awmic and ionic srares.
Foe cnergetics, one srill needed HU. But since now the uall ..ex•

rernal correlarion" EU is ¡ust the closed-shell ..like pan, it is given by ,a
comoinarion of rhe previous pair correlations multiplied by group ..theoretlc
pair oecupadon probabilides, dClermined by rhe e¡. of cfJRHp. Therc are
only d~v,n disrincr "irreducible (w. r. t. me O( 3) 'S) sur?) group) pair corre.
lation" energies in rhe KL ..awms. further meor)' tells u~ rhar these valnes
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TABLE II

Electron Affinities and Excitation
Energies o( Ne~ative Ion Excited States

E. A.

e 'D
'p

E. A.
N 'D

'5

F E. A.

New Awmic Structure lbeory
(Sinanoglu and coworkers)

1.17 evo

1.30

1.99

0.45
1.04

2.36

1.24

3.23

"Experimental"

1.25 evo

1.29

1.46

(?)

1.28

2.60

1.46';

3.448

Excitation cnergies are reponed relative to thc ground state negative

Ion.

TABLE III

(SIl)/(IlI') TERM SPLlTTING RATIOS

Ncw Aromic StruC[UfC

Theory (Sinanogiu and Obscrved L.\)'zcr
r.oworkcrs)

F G
Bach-Go'.1ds Ml"thod

z ~ 6 2.75 2.}0 1.4-; 4.31 [.50

1522s2p2 Z = 7 2.}7 2.09 [,16 3.41 1.50

Z = 8 2.12 1.92 ¡"¡7 3.(¡7 J. 50

z=7 4.44 3.49 2.03 1.50

l.s 22p 2
Z=8 3.66 }.15 2.03 1.50
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are trans/~rah¡~ from stare to state, ion ro ion. Thus, rhey can be evaluared
from a few states and then used to predict the other en to a deviation like
:1:0.02 evo

Thus, from ERHF + E1NT + F and no.\\' the EU ' one simply gets the
energies of various atomic Ions or stares. These yield now good rerm
splitting rarios, excitation energies, electrou aHini ties, etc., compared to
experimento Traditional methods were often even qualitatively wrong tor
these properties (eL TabIe I) .

In Tables n and 111, we show sample comparisons of traditional
methods wirh the modem theory on energy type atomic pronenies.

TRANSITION PROBABILITIES

We saw also in Table 1 that, the orbital methods give the important
F! lelectric dipole allowed transition probabiHties to usually no better than a
factor of two.

Transirion probabilities are important in astrophysics and in armos.
pheric physics. One must al so know how ro calculate them in atoms. before
hoping ro get them for molecules. Study of [he aurorae,of chemical abundances
of elements in the sun and the srars, srcl1ar dynamics require accurate valucs
of rhese rransition probabilities (A ).

mn
Earlier experimemal merhods were based 00 measurement of lighr

intensity in emission or absorption in high temperarure gases in furnaces,
ares, erc., These require a knowledge of the number density of rhe species
involved. Furrher, one cannot eliminate the competing dccay processes due
ro col1isions. Thus, these methods were unreliable and al50 gave the A

mn
ro

no berrer than a factor of two.
At the same time as new rheory began to give accurate A in the

"In
last few years, new experimental methods also achieved Amn's accurau: lO

3-10% o The new methods are mainly the phase shift method and the beam
foil spectroscopy invenred by Bashkin. The latter is a new powerful rool
which opens up new dircctions in atomic physics.

A b~am of atoms is accelerated ro a kinetic of 1-5 ncv.. The atoms
then pass through a thin carbon foil (e. g. 200 A thick). Past tr e: foil there
is a pencil of lighr of decrcasing iotensiry. The decrease gives the lifetime
of atoms excited at [he foil. If there is no complication due to ':2.' c~de proCC'SS.
es (7= l/¡Amn) 7yieIds direetly an A;_¡o Applying an electrie fieId
accross [he beam, one separa tes di Herenr eharge s[ates.
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The new atomic structure theoey calculares che El and E2 tran-
sitian probabilitics, che multiplet ~scillator strengths from [he charge distri.
budoo affecting part oí the wave funcrion

'¥ CD = rt>RHF + XINT + F (20)

Then many .•elcctron matrix elernents with such many determinant wave functions
for initial and final states are calculated with computer programs (Westhaus
and Sinanoglu). Recall char as mentioned in che first section, noW che same
name orbitals from [WO different states are no looger orthonormal, though chey
were in che Ucentral field" era. Thus, special transformarían methods are
required and are used as matrix clements no looger reduce to a simple ane
electron matrix elc::ment like < 2s 1 r 12p >.

Table IV shows a sample of mulliplet oscil1alOt sttengths (telated
very simply to Ai -lO f) with rhe modero [heoey and rhe ocw experiments which
we saw hayc rhe significant correlation effects complete in both rhe ground
and rhe excited state (whereas traditional C. l. wauId kecp adding configu.
rations, sorne oí which may belong to Xv and Ilor contribute much, w.hile
missing significant effects like XF (semi-internal)) .

Forbidden transitions like [he electrie quadrupole (E2) oxygen greco
line (5577 Jt) arising within \S' 25' 2p 45, are also calculated as above with
rhe ocw theoey. Bere rhe cffccr oí correlation 00 IIF is less, abour 20 ..30 %,
though oí course ir has to be included foc accurarc values. The theoretical
valucs can now be used c. g. in rhe study oí upper atmosphere electron dcosí-
des by looking al rhe aurorac.. They wece used also to revise abundanccs of
carbon and oxygen in the sun.

Unlike the allowed case, forbidden Ai_ f's cannot be measured by
bearn-foil. As T is ca. 108 times longer, atoms would have to travel in a
table 108 cm or 1000 kms before showing a decreasing intensity of light! So
still two, three recent experimental.anempts have beco made but these are
of the bulk gas type and gave Ai -. f 's only to about a factor of two. New
experimental methods are badly needed for forbidden lines. This is a real
challenge for experimentalists.

We have se en aboye that for lighter atoms (say Boron to Argon) both
modern theory and experiment are now quantitative. The beam.foil specttoscopy
opeos up still another dornain of atornic physics:
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If rhe aromic beam is a~celerared e. g. with a Tandem linear acceler-
ator ro energies over 5.5 nev., one can produce ions of high atomic number Z,
bU[ very few electrons N. (Recently ~farrus in'Berkeleyhas made experimenrs
wirh even He-like Bromine!). Such highly posirive ions could never be ob-
served in the laboratory before, but onl)' in the sun. The new study of rheir
spectra should be very useful in solar physics. At present many of the lines
in che far and x-ray solar specrra (obtained by rockets from aboye che armos-
phere) are unidentified.

Further, accurate knowledge of rhe highly iOllized energy levels is
importanr even in calculating rhe binding energies of molecules in theoretical
chemistry. Qne needs ro know the toral energies of the constituent atoros.
These are obtained by adding all [he ionizarional porentials (1. P.). But a
look at c;. ~Ioore, -Tables of Atomic Energy Levels" shows very few levels
and I. P.'s are known in the high Z, low N realm.

U'e mentioned in Section 1, the relativistic problem. Clearly the
third phase of atomic structure theory will have to move 10 rhar direction. Ne\\'
relativistie trearments of electron eorrelation added to relativistie IIF, study
of radiative corrections, etc., can best be tested on high £, lo\\' N ions: lIo\\'
do transition probabilities behave in this region flX example? ~fuch new theory
and experiment will be needed in this realm.

Sorne Olhel Relaled PlOb1ems

The methods introduced in the last deeade for the ucatment of ground
and excited stare atoms, are merhods more generally for ¡\I-fermion sysrems.
Can they be applied ro (inire nuclei? Ir appcared ar firsr rhar rhey could Ilor
be, ar leasr nor wirhour much roo drastic modificarions. This was duc ro rhc
-hard-core" in the nucleon-nueleon inreraetion, g:¡ . With a hard-core, which
rhe earlier potenrials had already, the ordinary UF merhad gives ¡nfiniries.
So progress in thar ficld was mainly on infinire nuclear marter, with result~
arrempred to be taken over into finire nuelei through local nucleon densiries,
as in rhe Thomas-Fermi model. But we kno\\' in atoms, for examplc, infinire
electron gas problem is ver)' differenr due ro the geometry from rhe atomic
prQblem. 1 mean the finite spacing becwcen rhe orbital levels in the lanero
Thus finire nuclei roo remained a problem.

However, sorne nuclear physieis[s (like A. Kcrman, who lecturcd at
rhe 1971 Larin American School of Physics) believc one does oot need [he
hard core in rhe rwo.nucleon pocential. Thcy rhink rhe scauering daca, etc.
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can be explaincd by a 'O:50ft" local paremial added lO a 'lsoft'" non.local po"
(cnlial. If so, rhen a11 oue ocw N-electron rhcor)' would apply to finite nucJei.
One has lhen, a finite ordinary lIartree .•.Fock rncthod. Thcrefore, aH lhe test
of rhe problem is aIso fin ice. OC eouese now (he tcchnical aspects are more
complicated, we have a tensor force, ctc. Also, rhe relative importance of
5ay n > 3.correlations compared to crue (decouplcd) Huclcon paie correlations
will no doubt be difficult. Pcrhaps one can oar even have decouplcd paies
as in ~tET, so rhar une would have to derive highcr coupled approximations
which however could be explored conveniently using oue "subvariational
principIe" combincd with [he lJilbert space finite decomposition tool we have.

Finally there is thc whole fields of molecular electronic structure
and potential energy surfaces for reactive seatteringo The MET, N-c lectron
theory applies to these problcms. In faet, we already know that the binding
energy w. r. to atoms of a moleeule, given by

i.eo "'llar.tree.Fock binding" plus .correlation binding", gets a large contri ..
bution, so_metimes aH, froro 6.ECORR.' Previously in so called "'quanturo
che mi!'Otry" , chemical binding was always describcd in terms of sorne orbital
picture. These are basically approximations ro or similar ro (even valence
bond) rhe IlF (~101ecular Orbital) method. Rccent calculations show that
binding energy of a molecule like F gets a large eontribution from the newly
found "semi-inrernal corcelarion". Sorne semi-empirica) methods foc 6.Eu
have also been developcd (Pamuk, lIo11ister, Sinanoglu, 1966, 1969).

Nevcrtheless, ver)' litde is known quantitatively in this new phase
of molecular electronic stcucture thcor)'. For potential energy surfaccs,
things are even more at a beginning stageo

Thu~_many problems rema in as ehallcngcs for the physicist in the
"lo\\' energy" doma in.
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f f f f f
5PECIES rRA.'>5lTIOSS '(~) (RHF) (Z) (:\B5) (~1IT) (ExP)

(footnotl.' ,)
CII 1,

,
"
,

lp 2p-ls2 2s2p2~ O 17a 1 (:.Oll)b13)) 0.263 0.20e.
(0:121)<12

0.12) 0.11e.

! ,
2pi 3p-ls2 2s2p3 3D 0.17c b;;II 1, 2s 1085 0,236 O. 192 0,100 0.109 (~.Ol1)d

0.101 (::.-.006)
;':11 1, . 2~L 2p~ Jp-l/ 2s2pJ Jp 916 0.170 O Zl3 0.22c 0.137 0.131 (~.OO7-)<r

"tI 1,
,

25
, 2l3p-ls2 2s2p3)5 6:"5 0.3):" 0.244 O.Dc O 218 0.189 (:t.016)d

. , ,,
O.lSl.' (t.Ol0)d;':II1 1, ~s.2p "'P-ls- 2s2p. "'D 991 0.213 0.167 O. 11:' 0.10)I , ' , , ,,

(::!:.075)d1, XIII 1:> :s-2p -p -15 2s2p. 'p 686 0.577 0.:'l5 O.:"5t: 0.399 0.-'.16
I 01 II l.

,
2s::p: 1>-ll:?s:P))D 83:" 0.200 0.162 0.1) c 0.100 0.102 (:t.OO.2)f

OIII 1,
,

2s2 2p2 ),-152 2s2p) 1> O. )7cbOO 0.5)':' 0.297 .
OH'

~ , , ~ ..• ~
b:.. 25.:P .P .. ls. 2s~p-" ;30 O.liQ 0.1:'1 0.106 0.091 (:t.00:?)!
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